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Summary 
 
Otto Kübelböck, born in 1928 in Rattersdorf, Austria; an only child, raised Catholic as was the 
majority of people in village; father was a village policeman and mother had trained as a 
seamstress in Baden; attended primary school in Rattersdorf for 4 years, then attended a 
Gymnasium secondary school in Wiener Neustadt for 2 years, transferring back to the new 
secondary school in Lockenhaus to be closer to Rattersdorf; knew of no Jews or other 
nationalities in Rattersdorf other than the extended Roma family named Xodoschy with whom 
most of the Catholics got along; was not familiar with Kristallnacht but remembers Nazi party 
becoming strong in the late 1930s and border protection being stronger after Annexation in 
1938, though said there was no influx of outsiders but rather locals became Nazis; remembers 
propaganda posters and songs and prevalence of swastika images; father remained in 
Rattersdorf throughout the war as he was responsible for border and customs control which 
was located in the family house; recalls with some discrepancies places lived before and during 
the war, which included: Edelstall. Sieggraben, Lützmannsdorf, and Strebersdorf; was seldom 
home during the war but recalls that local soldiers and groups of older men all had weapons for 
border patrol; from 1943-1945 worked on the Südostwall (Southeastern Wall) construction but 
didn’t recall any details; tells of hiding in a barn in early 1945 when he met two local fellow 
soldiers, one from Rattersdorf and one from Mannensdorf who convinced him to accompany 
them to Rattersdorf, they went two stops by train but were on foot when they were captured 
by the Russians in Lower Austria, wearing their brown Reich Labor Force uniforms; recalls the 
Russians were not violent with them but forced him and other captured Austrian soldiers to 
march in a huge column north, flanked by Russian soldiers on horseback; assumed the ultimate 
destination was Siberia; slept in barns along the way,  transiting Eisenstadt and Ödenburg; at 
one stop he was offered refuge in a barn and so escaped the march, returning to Rattersdorf in 
spring of 1945 where he found the family home in ruins; his father had been taken away by the 
occupying Russians, suspected of killing a Russian soldier, and was never heard from again 
though both Otto and his mother believed he was innocent; was not aware of any atrocities 
committed by occupying Russian forces; upon return to Rattersdorf learned from some 
remaining Xodoschy family members that they had been in a camp during the war and that only 
part of the family returned. 
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